
Step by Step

Slide an Ultra Form tip in to the cuticle area of the Easy Trainer. 
Push the tip up in the finger until the tip has a normal natural 
free edge, this creates your Nail Bed to practice on.

To practic the tip application and to extend the “natural nail” 
choose the correct size tip, blend it in and apply the tip on top of  
your created nail bed.

File the nail in shape and remove the dust.

After the color apply Gelpolish Base & Top. Cure for 2 minutes. 
Remove the sticky layer with Finishing Wipe.

File the nail like we do during the prep procedures.

Apply your Acrylic (in this case Prestige Blush Pink ), or Gel prod-
uct. Of course you can also train your French manicure, Glitter 
Fading or any other technique.

Apply Gelpolish Mey’s Choice 2014 (103217), cure each layer for 
2 minutes
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Step by Step

Slide an Ultra Form tip in to the cuticle area of the Easy Trainer. Push the tip up in the finger until the tip has a normal natural 
free edge, this creates your Nail Bed to practice on.

Shape and file the nail like we do during the prep procedures and 
place the Nail Form.

Use Prestige Camouflage Cool Pink to create the nailbed.

Create the free edge with Extra White powder. Cap the entire nail with Prestige Clear.

Remove the Nail Form carefully and pinch the c-curve of the nail. File the nail in shape with a file of your choice. 

Seal the nail with Supreme finish, to create a high shine. Pull the finger of the holder and place it on the Brush Tray and 
into the UV light to cure.

Acrylic on Nail Form
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